GPS Tracking Solutions

Recover Stolen Assets
Arrest Criminals

Target. Track. Arrest.
Global Company

3SI Security Systems is the world leader in asset protection systems designed to recover stolen cash and high-value assets, apprehend criminals and deter crime.

With over 45 years’ experience and protecting more than 250,000 locations worldwide, our innovative solutions combat crime through a variety of technologies. We serve thousands of customers in the financial, retail, transport, ATM, and law enforcement markets.

How Our Tracking System Works

Covert Asset Protection

3SI’s GPS solutions are covertly packaged to be disguised from criminals. They automatically and silently report the crime so robbers are unaware that law enforcement has been notified.

Live Tracking

During the crime, 3SI and local law enforcement access the tracking data via a secure web site. Location updates occur every 6 seconds.

Apprehension & Recovery

Accurate tracking pinpoints the device’s location so law enforcement can apprehend the suspects and recover the stolen assets.

GPS Device location information is reported to 3SI’s secure tracking website. Our system is linked to local law enforcement agencies so police and dispatchers can view live tracking and see information including direction of travel and speed, Google or street maps and closest address. In the final phases of a track, an RF beacon is used to pinpoint the device when hidden in a vehicle, building or other location. Email and/or text message alerts during the crime provide information on the device status.
System Effectiveness

Our GPS System provides clients with peace of mind because they are using a proven, comprehensive solution to address their security needs. With more than a decade of service, our systems have over 70% apprehension and recovery rates.

Only 3SI has over 8,000 law enforcement agencies and dispatchers fully trained on 3SI tracking technology. These police partnerships are key to the 3SI mission to help reduce crime and catch criminals. The law enforcement community is enthusiastic about 3SI tracking, and as more police professionals are made aware of it and are trained in its use, our system’s integrity and applications continue to grow.

Our GPS Products

- **Asset Tracker™**
  A versatile and customizable solution to support almost any tracking application.

- **ATM Tracker™**
  Protects standalone ATMs and the cash inside against all types of attacks.

- **Cash Tracker™ and Vault Tracker™**
  Protects any amount of cash where it is stored in a drawer, safe or during transport.

- **Jewelry Tracker™**
  Protects various types of jewelry on display or during transport. Flexible design provides solutions for various size displays.

- **PharmaTracker®**
  Protects vulnerable prescription drugs at pharmacies from robbery or burglary.

- **Phone Tracker™**
  Protects store inventory of smart phones or other desirable electronic devices.

- **Transport Tracker™**
  Protects cargo packaged in cartons, on single pallets, or full truckloads.

- **Tobacco Tracker™**
  Protects packs and cartons against theft.

- **Electronic Stake Out® (ESO®)**
  Offers law enforcement miniaturized and covertly packaged GPS tracking solutions to target property crimes, especially pattern crimes, in their local jurisdictions.

- **CTB Tracker™**
  Protects cell tower batteries within an enclosure, rack, room or shelter.
3SI Success Stories

**Asset Tracker™**
Two suspects stole three Louis Vuitton Handbags ($7,400) from a high-end department store in Maryland and fled across state lines. GPS enabled police to track and apprehend the suspects. The three handbags were returned to the store.

**Phone Tracker™**
Four suspects burglarized a phone store in Georgia after hours. Police tracked the suspects through multiple jurisdictions. All of the inventory ($150,000) was recovered by police in two vehicles abandoned by the suspects.

**PharmaTracker®**
Three suspects demanded narcotics from a pharmacist in Indiana, and traveled a good distance away from the pharmacy. Police tracked, apprehended the three suspects and recovered the vehicle with all of the stolen narcotics inside ($20,000).

**ATM Tracker™**
Police in Texas were alerted when an ATM starting tracking away from its branch location. Police successfully tracked the suspect. The ATM and all money inside ($122,080) were recovered.

**Cash Tracker™**
Three armed robbers entered a bank, demanded money, and locked all of the bank personnel in a back room. Police tracked and apprehended the suspects hiding in the woods. A full recovery was made ($220,000). The suspects had loaded firearms in their possession and are suspects in several other bank and store robberies in and around Arkansas.

**Tobacco Tracker™**
Two disguised males, one armed with a handgun, robbed a convenience store in Canada of cash, cigarettes, and merchandise ($4,073) while two other suspects waited outside in a van. Police tracked and apprehended three of the four suspects. Detectives investigating an unrelated matter identified a suspect they interviewed as the fourth robber. The suspect was found with several packs of stolen cigarettes in his possession.

For more information or to discuss your GPS tracking needs, contact 3SI Security at 800.523.1430 or email us at info@3si.com.
Ongoing training and customer support is provided by a dedicated customer service team available toll-free 24/7/365.